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What Is Google’s Rank Brain?

Overall, Rank Brain is capable of learning and
recognizing new patterns and then revising SERPS

Prof. Priyanka Desai

(search engine results page) based on its new

Rank Brain is an artificial intelligence (AI) program
used to help process Google search queries.

knowledge.

How important is Rank Brain?

Rank Brain uses artificial intelligence to embed vast
amounts of written language into mathematical
entities, called vectors that the computer can
understand.

Rank Brain is one of the “hundreds” of signals that
go into an algorithm that determines what results
appear on a Google search page and where they are
ranked.

How Will Rank Brain Affect Your SEO?
If Rank Brain sees a word or phrase it isn’t familiar
with, the machine can make a guess as to what
words or phrases might have a similar meaning and
filter the result accordingly, making it more
effective at handling never-before-seen search

The first step in developing an SEO campaign has
always been about defining your keywords.
When you’re defining your keywords, you will be
looking for relevant keywords to your business that
customers are searching for. This has always been
the foundation to a successful SEO campaign. If

queries.

you’re targeting keywords customers are not
Google told Search Engine Land that RankBrain
favoured different results in Australia versus the
United

States

for

that

query

because

the

measurements in each country are different, despite
the similar names.

searching for, then your campaign is doomed from
the beginning. This part of the SEO process, the
foundation, is what Rank Brain will most affect.
Before Rank Brain, Google’s software engineers
would create a mathematical algorithm that would
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determine search rankings. That algorithm would

Google

be a constant until an update was made. However,

intelligence system called “Rank Brain” to help sort

with Rank Brain that algorithm is now learning and

through its search results. Wondering how that

constantly changing. As a result, your SEO

works and fits in with Google’s overall ranking

campaign has to be more nimble and adaptable to

system? Here’s what we know about Rank Brain.

changes in the search engine rankings landscape.

What next with Google’s Rank Brain?
If you want to learn more about Google Rank Brain,
learn more about word “vectors” — the way words
and phrases can be mathematically connected. Start
with this blog post, which talks about how the
system (which wasn’t named Rank Brain in the
post) learned the concept of capital cities of
countries just by scanning news articles.
Google have said that there was a gradual rollout of
Rank Brain in early 2015 and that it’s been fully
live and global for a few months now, so if you
haven’t seen any significant changes in your search
rankings then this is nothing to worry about.
Google makes lots of changes to its search
algorithms all the time, so as long as you’re sticking
to SEO best practice, then you’ll be fine.

uses a

machine-learning

artificial
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How machines are waging war
against the malicious insider
Prof. Khushboo Jagani

and address this with training and technology. The
intentional insider threat, however, can be much
harder to detect through conventional network
security monitoring methods. While most security
operations are doing all they can to keep up and

The Terminator once proclaimed that his “CPU is a

mitigate the insider as best they can, they’re still

neural-net processor, a learning computer.” For an

largely at a disadvantage. Fortunately, there is a

audience in 1985, those words meant little. But

savior in sight and machine learning is gaining

today, machine learning plays a major part in cyber-

momentum and catching up with the sophisticated,

security – and it has moved from the box office to a

malicious insider at a rapid pace.

day-to-day reality.

There remains a concern. In any true Hollywood
thriller, the villain is never the intimidating figure
that dominates our screen, but the unassuming
character that always befriends and betrays the hero.
A similar twist also exists in cyber-security.
Everyone concentrates on the external menace – but
the forgotten internal threat is often the one that
plunges the knife.

The challenge
Traditionally, monitoring for insider threats has
been difficult because of one major obstacle: data,
or the sheer quantity of it. When monitoring for
insider threat activity using conventional network
security monitoring, companies have to track and

It can be easy to discover the unintentional insider

analyze data with just the eyes and brains of their
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employees.

effective because it can improve by simply

Of course, the human brain is an uber-powerful

watching and processing data from multiple event

processor, but processing huge swathes of data can

sources. Fundamentally, it can learn without human

be nigh on impossible. There are tools that can help,

interaction – meaning it can find insider threats that

including event aggregation and data correlation

humans may not have thought possible and with

with a security information and event management

less margin for error.

(SIEM) platform, but even these have their
limitations and can only monitor for events that are
known to be malicious.

This however is ineffective because malicious
actors are often patient, using “low and slow” attack
methods to access, steal and exfiltrate data as

The perfect partnership

stealthily as possible. These attacks come out of the

Machine learning is a powerful tool that can utilize

blue and their methods don’t raise the alarm in

big data in a way that simply isn’t possible by a

traditional security monitoring.

human, or even ten. However, to make the most of
machine learning it has to be effectively managed

This is where the machines come into play. By

and work in tangent with the human brain.

running data from multiple event sources through
various user behavior analysis (UBA) algorithms,

The reason it is so effective alongside human

new platforms backed by machine learning can help

analysts is because machine learning has the ability

identify whether someone is trying to access data

to crunch data in such a way that it can create the

that they shouldn’t be. Machine learning is so

holy grail on cybersecurity – context.
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For example, an average security analyst will often

cases, falls short at providing timely response to

take each event in the network in isolation. The

insider threat events and incidents. Machine

analyst monitors the network, picks up an event

learning provides fast detection and reporting to

(e.g. a manager tried to open a website that hosts

permit your cybersecurity analysts to respond more

malware) remedies it and returns to monitoring.

quickly to insider threats.

This is fine for certain threats, but against an

Some UBA systems can also use various scripts and

advanced malware infection or a “low and slow”

APIs with configuration management tools to

data exfiltration attempt by a user – it’s almost

implement mitigating controls, such as firewall

useless. Unless events are tied together to provide

rules or account restrictions, to prevent the attacker

context, detecting a sophisticated insider threat is

from sending data or command and control traffic

near impossible.

out of your network. From zero to containment in
mere seconds. Although insider threat actors work

By utilizing Big Data however, a UBA solution can

at a low and slow pace, machine learning UBA

form context by monitoring from all angles. This

tools can use automation and interoperability to put

creates a picture of normality and then raises the

a stop to insider threat activity instantly.

alarm as soon as that normality is broken, be it via
an email, network file transfer or anything else the
user wouldn’t usually do.

Coupled with spotting abnormalities in context is
having the ability to respond in lightning speed.
Traditional network security monitoring, in most
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The machine learning revolution
Technology is moving to the front line in the battle
against insider threats. The machine learning
revolution is still only in its infancy and we are yet
to reach widespread adoption, but inroads are being
made every day. Ultimately, equipping humans with
the power of machine learning is a great leap
forward, and with its accuracy and speed, malicious
users will struggle to hide. Hasta la vista insider
threats.
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SEO strategies to help to rank your
website in 2017
Prof. Khushboo Desai

2. Authority
Google relies on other sites that it already trusts to
determine what newcomers should be trusted. If you
have a site with great content, and other websites
that Google already trusts are linking to you

Pillars are integral to Google's relevancy equation,
and if you fail to address each of these pillars of
trust, you'll find yourself floundering in a sea of
competition, unable to gain the precious visibility
that you're after.

organically, your trust will naturally increase over
time. When you're new, and you're unable to get
discovered at the top of Google's SERPs, how are
people supposed to find you and subsequently link
to you? Unless you quite literally go viral, you have
a steep uphill battle ahead of you, but authority is

1. Age
Age is more than a number. Google relies on its
relationship with you over time to judge just how

also incredibly important to your overall ability to
rank.

3. Content

much it can trust you. The longer it's known about
you and the more often it sees you creating highquality content that delivers tremendous amounts of
value, the more it's going to trust you. Age also
doesn't rely on the date you first purchased your
domain. Age refers to the indexed age, meaning
when Google actually discovered your domain.

The third underlying component of trust is con your
content plays a large role in your Visibility on
Google's SERPs.Your content has to deliver
enormous amounts of value if you're serious about
attaining the search giant's attention. You need
regularly deliver great content on your site, the kind
that people want to share and engage with. Without
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great content, you have nothing, and no matter what

just about any of your listings to the top of Google's

SEO strategy you employ, it will fail. No one will

SERPs over time, as long as it's done the right way.

link to a site with poor content.

To do this, there's a very specific method. You have
to ensure that you build similar and relevant content

Five SEO strategies to help you rank

that's keyword specific on authority sites such as

in 2017.

Medium.com, LinkedIn.com and Quora.com, and
that the content has a single link from the authority

Beyond these three pillars of trust, there are more
than 200 ranking factors that are involved in
Google's search. These ranking factors run the
gamut from obvious to obscure.

Strategy 1: Market your content
In 2017 the content marketing is most useful
strategy. The main thing of this strategy is highquality content that delivers a tremendous amount
of value. This so-called "anchor content" is located
on your website. However, it doesn't end there. You
need to market that content on authority sites such
as Quora, Reddit, WiseLike, LinkedIn and other
highly-trafficked destinations on the web. Engaging
in content marketing is not easy by any measure,
but this single SEO strategy will help you rocket

site back to the main anchor content on your
primary domain.
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desktop browsers, but not on mobile devices or

Strategy 2 : Improve page speed
The page speed of your site has a big influence on
the user's experience. Slow-loading pages take away
from the user experience, while fast-loading pages
help to add to it. Google is acutely concerned with
the user's overall experience, and improving the
page speed is one such way you can drastically

even tablets. Leverage a responsive design for your
site, if you presently don't have one right now, to
ensure that your site is optimized for mobile
devices. Google has also recently launched its
Accelerated Mobile Pages (AMP) project, which
further increases mobile load times.

improve that experience. Use tools such as Google’s
Page

Speed, GTMetrix or Varvy's

Page

Speed

Tool to run insights and gain suggestions on how to
improve your site's page speed. If you're not
technically savvy, you might need to enlist the help
of a web developer to optimize your site's page
speed.

Strategy 3 : Focus on mobile and AMP
Google has made a concerted push to mobile.
Considering that mobile searches are now far
surpassing desktop searches, it's no wonder the
search giant is so focused on mobile. However,
most people are still behind the curve when it
comes to mobile. Their sites load properly on

Strategy 4: Leverage the power of videos
every SEO strategy needs the power of video
marketing. Videos take your content into the
stratosphere due to the popularity of video
platforms such as YouTube and Video. Creating
useful tutorials and other informative videos are
also a great way to deliver real value to people in a
multimedia format that's easily accessible to anyone
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with a smartphone camera. Build relevant videos to

Strategy 5 -- Be social and engage with

further deliver the point made in a particular article

others

on your site, and ensure that the description is
keyword

rich

--

but

not

keyword

stuffed.

Leverage elements such as the title and tags to fuse
the keyword-centric nature of your video content.

Authority is built up over time, but it also can't be
built up unless you're social and you engage with
others. In the beginning, they won't come to you. In
fact, what you've likely noticed is that it's
incredibly hard to rank any content at the outset.
That's because most newcomers have very little age
and very little authority. So you have to get out
there and build it.You need to be social, add value
to conversations, follow others and take an interest
in what those people are doing if you want them to
take an interest in you.
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3D models of objects, produce 3D point clouds

What is OpenCV?

from stereo cameras, stitch images together to

Prashant Desani (BM-MCA,

produce a high resolution image of an entire scene,

SEM-4)
OpenCV (Open Source Computer Vision Library)
is an open source computer vision and machine
learning software library. Originally developed by
Intel's

research

center

in

Nizhny Novgorod

(Russia), it was later supported by Willow Garage
and is now maintained by Itseez. The library is
cross-platform and free for use under the opensource BSD license. OpenCV was built to provide a
common

infrastructure

for

computer

vision

applications and to accelerate the use of machine
perception in the commercial products.

The library has more than 2500 optimized
algorithms, which includes a comprehensive set of
both classic and state-of-the-art computer vision and
machine learning algorithms. These algorithms can
be used to detect and recognize faces, identify
objects, classify human actions in videos, track
camera movements, track moving objects, extract

find similar images from an image database, remove
red eyes from images taken using flash, follow eye
movements,

recognize

scenery

and

establish

markers to overlay it with augmented reality, etc.

Along with well-established companies like Google,
Yahoo, Microsoft, Intel, IBM, Sony, Honda, Toyota
that employ the library, there are many startups
such as Applied Minds, VideoSurf, and Zeitera, that
make extensive use of OpenCV. OpenCV’s
deployed uses span the range from stitching
streetview images together, detecting intrusions in
surveillance video in Israel, monitoring mine
equipment in China, helping robots navigate and
pick up objects at Willow Garage, detection of
swimming pool drowning accidents in Europe,
running interactive art in Spain and New York,
checking runways for debris in Turkey, inspecting
labels on products in factories around the world on
to rapid face detection in Japan.
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of 2 images. There are several different combination
OpenCV includes a statistical machine learning

of subtracting images. 3 images are used, which are

library that contains: Boosting, Decision tree

called previous, current and next. It first subtracts

learning, Gradient boosting trees, Expectation-

the images previous and next and then the images

maximization

neighbor

current and next. After this we will do a logical

algorithm, Naive Bayes classifier, artificial neural

AND operations between the results of both and

networks, Random forest, and Support vector

threshold the final result to make it accurate for

machine.

large changes only.

How detect motion with images?

After thresholding the result will be like this, the

algorithm,

k-nearest

Suppose we have 2 images, the images are a
linear subsequence with some delay c between
them. If we would compare every pixel of the 2
images, and we notice they’re all the same, we can
conclude the 2 images are identical. But if they
don’t, we could say, something happened during the
delay time c. Someone could place an object in
front of the camera, or walked by. And yes, this is
the idea we will use for the motion detection.

The method which I described, is also called
“Differential Images”. It’s the result of subtraction

white pixels indicate the changes.
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Next we'll check the thresholded result for changes,

Due to the simplicity of this method, it has a high

this means that pixels with values equal to 255

performance. However it can generate lots of false

indicates motion. When motion is detected min and

positive, if the wrong threshold has been chosen.

max values are evaluated. These min and max are

Picking the right threshold is crucial, and some

used to compute the bounding rectangle, which will

motion detection algorithms suggest to pick a

contain all changed pixels. If motion is detected we

dynamic/adaptive threshold. However a dynamic

will draw the bounding rectangle on the resulting

threshold can still fail and give false positives either

image. A cropped image is also saved: these sub
images can be used for object detection.

When

testing

the

motion

algorithm

several

problems occur:
a.

aggressive wind make trees and water
wave

snow or rain can make abrupt intensity
changes
c. sunshine
b.
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Robust

motion

algorithms

tackle

these

A simple trick to erase false positives is assuming

problems with ease, but need a lot of extra

motion only occur in a sequence of images larger

CPU power to succeed. Sometimes this power

than one.

isn't available eg. on the Raspberry pi, that's
why methods like Differential Subtraction

Another interesting parameter we can use to neglect

come in handy.

false positives is the Standard Deviation. The
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Standard Deviation tells us something about the

Joshi Kiran (BM-MCA, SEM-4)

distribution of motion. When motion is specific at a
single point let's say a human which is relative
small against the size of the viewport (far away

RING-Shortcut of Everything That
You Need

from the camera) then the motion will be
concentrated in a single point/pixel, in this case the

As We Knows Now a day Home Automation is

Standard Deviation will be near to zero.

more prominent and interesting Topic. Here I have
written about device which completely change your

When a lot of motion is detected and is distributed

way of working and thinking.

over the entire image, than the Standard Deviation

Gesture technology is potentially very exciting.

will be very high. A huge distribution mostly

Similarly, so is wearable technology. What do you

indicates no real motion eg. indicate aggressive

get when you combine the two? The simply titled,

snow or other very abrupt changes. Notice that in

Ring, a product that aims to be a shortcut to

some scenarios, eg. public places, high distributions

everything imaginable. Ring is a cloud control

are normal and this assumption fails.

device, you put it on your finger, make a gesture
and will allow you to control many things without
touching.

You can do things like control Home Appliances
(e.g. lights, TV), interact with your phone and
wearable’s, share contact information and even
share content via social networks. This is all done
via gestures. Simply press the button in it and start
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gesturing away. It means that one gesture one

1) Direct Pairing: Ring Provide many inbuilt apps

magic. And you don’t need to remember each

so user can easily interact with devices (iOS,

gesture. All device has unique gesture you can able

Android 4.4 or Above, Windows Phone).

to change according to your requirement with
easily. Ring is developed by Logbar Inc.

2) Hub Pairing: Ring Provide HUB as Mentioned
in Figure which provide flexibility and wide range
as well as connect with fan, TV, coffee machine etc.
Ring can turn on/off any lights, anything with a
plug if you purchase Wemo switch. (setup is
necessary) Ring can turn on/ off the power through
Wemo Switch. If your coffee machine will start

It’s a device that you wear on your index finger,
thereby giving you the power to control anything
you want from the device. Ring Potentially saving
you plenty of time while also feeling very futuristic,
Ring is an incredibly precise device with some great
gesture and letter recognition based software to aid
the way.

How to Connect?
Two Way of connecting with devices:

when the power is turned on, you can control that
too. you Can able to connect with Robot too.
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other computers or smartphones using a data

Development of Ring

transmission protocol called HTTP. A web server is
just a computer, so your computer can be turned
into a web server as well. Install Python and then
write below two line and save is as “cgi_server.py”.
Import

CGIHTTPServer.

Test()

python

cgi_server.py

I.

Ring

2- What to execute when request receive

TECHNOLOGY USED
Uses

EEPROM

(Electrically

Erasable

Programmable Read-Only Memory), iBeacon, BLE
(Bluetooth low Energy), Maestro.
II.

COMMUNICATING WITH ROBOT(PEPPER)

First Purchase Ring from Amazon Store at
$268.61(RS.17459). Data transmitted in following
way: Ring – [1] –> Smartphone – [2] –> Web
Server – [3] –> Robot

you must first create a folder called “cgi-bin” in the
root directory of the web server. write below two
line and save (Save in encoding: UTF-8) is as
“check_python.py”.
print "Content-type: text/html\n"
print "<html><body>Python with CGIHTTPServer
works!</body></html>“
chmod 755 check_python.py (Change permission)
“http://localhost:8000/cgi-bin/check_python.py”
(For check above code)

Installing Web Server:
3- Data transmission between web server and
A web server returns web pages and performs

Robot

specified sets of actions based on requests sent by

“say_hello.py” Source code are below. A library
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called ”naoqi” should be loaded on the third line of

One day seminar on Angular JS

the “say_hello.py” file. This is the SDK library
provided by the developer of Pepper, Aldebaran
Robotics
from naoqi import ALProxy
tts = ALProxy("ALTextToSpeech", “<Pepper’s IP
Address>", <Pepper’s port number (most likely
9559)>)
tts.setLanguage("English")
tts.say("Hello.")

We conducted seminar on “Angular JS”. The
seminar was attended by 100 + participants. That

4- Final Step
Your smart phone is not web server so you not
directly access so to do this. Check Your IP address
For Mac : ifconfig ,For Windows : ipconfig
Launch the Ring app on your smartphone and add
the “Open URI” action from the Ring Store. In the
Open URI settings, replace “localhost” with the IP
address above. You should end up with something
like this: http://192.168.xxx.xxx:8000/cgibin/say_hello.py
3. Perform gesture set in OPEN URL It Open above
URL and then Robot say HELLO

includes students, faculty members. The seminar
has been delivered by Mr. Ankit Sodha from Tops
Technology

on

March,

2017.

The

seminar

comprised of theory background and practical
demonstrations of different testing procedures. The
topic is a highly significant one for the present age
and it was considered as well structured by the
participants who attended. The session was so
interested by two way communication. The
workshop event was successful with the help of
faulty members and students.

